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ABSTRACT. An experimental investig;.lion of the- .spark .spectrum of ca.lminm has hewi 
made, the range of spectrum extending from Aaaoo lo 370A. The lines corresponding to 
different stages of ionisation Wave heeii sorted out hy introducing inductance in the spark 
circuit. 13.1 new line.s of Cd III Imvi lu-en clas.silicd identifying jy new lerms which consist 
of 4d»6s,/|d»sd and 7 undesignated terms. The term values have been calculated by means 
of the 5S-5P and 5p-6s groups of line.s. The value obtained for the deepest term,/jd’" % , is 
308463 cm"’ ; the Cfuresponding ionisation potential is at>out 38 volts.
E X ]> K R 1 M R N T A h
I'lic experimental part of this investigation was carried out at ‘ Upsaia,’ 
Sweden, in 19 31-32  when the wniter was working under the Late Prof. A. Fowler, 
F .R .S .,  in the Imperial College of vSciencc and Technology, London, on the 
isoelectroriic spectra of Cn, Zn, A g, Cd, etc. Through the kindness of Prof. 
vSiegbahn the spectra of the above elements were taken in the Physical Labo­
ratory at, Upsaia wilh two 'grazing incidence’ spectrographs. In one, the 
grating was of radius 1.5 metres and in the other, i  metre. The source employed 
was the ‘ hot spark ’ excited by means of rectified and condensed cuirent of 
tension of about 50 to 70 kilo-volts. The range of the spectra photographed 
was from A2200 to 370A , the dispersion varying from 5 .7 1A  per mm. at 2200A 
to 2.80A per mm. at 400A . The definition was extremely good and the lines 
as close as p .ipA  were clearly separated.
The lines belonging to the different stages of ionisation were distinguished 
from each other by inserting some suitable inductance in the spark circuit. By 
adjusting the amount of .inductance and the time of exposure the lines of Cd III, 
werp obtained with approximately the same intensity with and without induc­
tance. Cd I V  lines were prominent without inductance and suppressed with 
inlj^ucfWce. The reverse was the case with the Cd II  lines. The lines of which 
the. intensities are eflual with and without inductance or differ by 1 are taken 
to ^ e ’th'e.Cd II I  lfnes,-the most prominent lines having been given the intensity 
'16 . ' The faint lines where this criterion cannot sometimes be applied have' 
been, tfektea as C d lif l in e s  whenever they are found to fit into the analytical 
sci^ efne. ' , . ■
C L A S S T F f C A T I O N
The doubly-ionised cadmium is isoelectronic with singly ionised silver and 
neutral palladium'and a general similarity of the three spectra, Cd II I ,  A g  l l  
■ 6—143,5?—iV
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and Pci I is to be expected. In accordance with H and’s theory the triplet and 
singlet terms arising from the atoms in the unexcited and various excited states 
may conveniently be represented as in Table I which indicates the types of 
terms arising from the more important configuration shown on the left.
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,,, The lines correspondiog with the possible combinations of the first three 
rows have already been nieasuied and identified by Gibbs, and White 
and independently by. McLennan, McLay, and Crawford (1928). In the course 
of the present investigation all the terms shown in the fourth and the fifth row 
have been identified. The terms "F j, "'F;,, ’F j and belonging to the 
configuration ^d^ss" and probably the terms "D.,, F^., belonging to the configuration 
4d*5S5P-fol d'd I have been identified by Shenstone, ^1930). But none of the 
terms belonging to the above two configurations have been identified in the case of 
Ag II. The terms 3d"4s‘ and 3d*4S4p for Ni I (Russel 1929) have been fotin^
to give very, bright lines in combination with the 3d"4P and 3d''4s iprms'
respectively. No traces of these lines have, however, been found iji the 
of ,Cu II , though the spectrum was excited by ,the very powerful method pf 
"hollow cathode ”  (Kruger, 1929).* But in the case, of Zn III  the .terms , 3d®4s' 
(*F) 4p'*, ®{DFG) and the terms 3d"4s (®F) 4p’ , *(DI'‘G) have l?g.en identified by 
the present writer (Mazumder, 1936 ; Mazumder ,1934-35).,, The terms 3<l*4s*'; 
*(SGD) “(PF) could not however, be located for Zn III . In the spectrum of 
Cd I I I  a large number of lines giving the characteristic differences, of th^44d*ss 
tenns appeared just below A600A.' These lines do not combine into a j^ydber^^ 
sequence of 4d*np terms wit,h 4d*5p terms already knowp-rthe,expected region, 
for 4d®(5s-6p) lines being in the neighbourhood of X7ooA  ^ Like Zn I I I  thieve
Cd I I I  lines should then also be due to the combination of 4d*5s terms with
.Sbeostone has, however, later id((mtified the terms 3d*4s* and.3d*4s4P for Cnll; 
P h i l .  T r a n s .  R o y .  S o c  , ajjA, p. 195, March la, 1936.
J '
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4d*5«5P terms. In the absence of the corresponding data for A g  I I  and Pd I 
it is difficult to identify the terms 4d'sssp for Cd III. The work is, however, 
being continued and this part will form the subject matter for a future commu­
nication.
A  few lines are' still available in the region where 4d*(5p-6s) and 4d*{5p-5d) 
lines appear. Some of these residual lines give characteristic differences' of 
4<i*5P *®tms. T h ^  probably arise from the combination of 4d*5p tenns with 
4d*55® terms. But most of the minor combinations being absent, the jljnes 
concerned are here shown as due to the combinations of 4d*5p terms with a 
few undesignaled. terms. It should be remembered that the transition is a 
double electronic one and all the satellite and intercombination lines may uot 
appear.
There can be no doubt that the strong group of lines 42225 to 14 70A has 
been correctly classified by Gibbs and White as arising from the combination 
of 4d®ss and 4d’'sp terms. The lines occur in the region which is to be expected 
from a comparison with corresponding groups in the isoelectronic spectra Pd 1, 
and A g  IX. By applying the irregular doublet law it is found thus:
5S •’ I). -  SP*D ,
Pd I ... 30829
16464
A g l l 47293
15149
C d l l l ... 62442
where the A v ’s are in the usual order of agreement in such comparisons. 
Moreover, the terms of A g  II  and Cd III are arranged in the same order of 
magnitude and the A v ’s in the components of triplets have generally the 
same sign.
The expected regions for (5P-6s) and (sp-sd) groups of lines are in the 
neighbourhood of the (5S-5P) group. On examining the lines ju.st belou’ the 
(5S-5P) group a large number of differences characteristic of the 5p terms have 
been obtained. It has been possible to arrange the lines as due to the possible 
combinations of sp terms with the 6s and 3d terms. A s mentioned earlier, by 
means of some of the residual line.s a few terms have been obtained which, 
though left undesignated, are most probably the 4d‘’5S* group of terms. :,
The 5s and 6s groups having been established, it has been possible to ■ 
calculate the absolute term values by means of a simple Rydberg formula. The 
value for the 5s *Da term is found to be 22S000 c m "'. This places the deepest 
term 4 d *® ’ So at 308463 c m " ' ; the’ corresponding iouaation potential is about 
3 8 'volts. ■
' Com pdfison of the three h o e le c lro n ic  Spectra, P d  I, A g  U  and C d I I I  , ,
i t  is. of interest to compare the term values of isoelc-ctrOnic speetta 
Pd T, Ag II  and Cd II I  as in the following tabic;
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The values of the 4d“6s (®'^(D)) Terms
^Dii
Pd I 18476(216) 18260(3316) 14944(152) 1479^.,,'...
A g l l ■ 56637(377) 56260(4215) 52045(279) 51766
Cd III 104033(488) 103545(5315) 98230(366) 97864
It will be seen that the separations of the terms have systematically mcrtesed
with the nuclear charge.
Sepataiion of the Triplet D Term
4 d".5S 4d“6s
(i. 2} (2, :i) (1, 2) (2, 3)
Pd I 2.139 I jyj 3 3 ^ 6 2J6
A g l l 2998 1577 4215 377
Cd III 3866 1900 5345 488
The above figures show that the difference, *D2~*Di, has increased with the 
quantum number, whereas ’ Da— ’ 1)2 has decreased. The total separation has, 
however, remained practically the same. It is evident from this that the separa­
tion of the ground terms 4d® ®Ds,2 of Cd IV  will approximately b e -
(3866+1900)+ (5315+ 4 5^8)/a or 5785 cm"^
#
The actual value found by Green (1941) is 58 12 ; thus the agreement is 
very close.
Application of the Irregular Doublet Law
(5s’ D a)^-(5P®D,)^==A(vi)SS*I>3 SP'Da SS’ D,
P D I 60716 29887 30839
Ag 11 138000 90707 47293





7 0 . 3
70.6
According to the irregular doublet law is independent of the nuclear 
charge which is found to be approximately the case from the fixtures given in 
the last column. It is interesting to point out that the corresponding figures 
for Ni I, Cu II, and Zn III given in the author’s papers mentioned earlier are 
69.1, 7X.8 and 72.2 respectively. ;
• In F i g - I  the Moseley diagrdihis for terms 4 d‘ " 4^*5®
6s*Ds for the three isoelectrouic spectra Pd I, A g  II and Cd III are drawh-
The figures for Cd III are based upon 5s®D a=228000 cm~‘  calculated from the
data obtained in the present investigation. The curves corresponding to the 
terms 5 sT)> and 5P®D2 run fairly parallel. All the curves bend slightly down­
wards with increasing Z. '





In Table II the wave numbers of the lines classified as due to the combi
nation of 5p and 6s terms are given* 
For conn>leteness the (5s-5p) group of 
lines given by Gibbs and White is also 
included, The figures just above the 
wave numbers indicate intensities. The 
term values written near the respective 
terms arc those obtained by the author.
In 'I'able III are given the designation 
of the terms and the corresponding
values; in 'I'able IV, the wave-length, 
wave numbers, intensities and classifica­
tion. The lines against which the letters 
G. and W. have been written we 
those classified by Gibbs and White; 
but the w'ave-length, frequencies and 
intensities mentioned are those obtained 
in the present investigation except for 
the original figures have been 
has been written; these have
pdi Cd IIIA311
Fig. I
Mo.selcy diagraui for Pd I, Ag 11, Cd III
a few' lines at the end of the table where 
retained. Against some of the lines “ Gr IV 
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JNllosing rnUr-vombiinUions. Missing sntdUtcft.
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VaJue Ttrrm Value Term
Mf^463 4it»S/> 3F, 169422 4dl6s "Dj
2380011 172240 "Da
226100 „ 3F, j 65699 "Di
222234 M "D3 1655611 II 'Da
2U>582 i - 168024■ '’D, 160827
- '2 174641
I69609
■ % 16634 *
1 .. 'l':i 16236]
1 D, 1509^0
.. 'Pi 162378
i'»33^2 4<i»5d "Da ] 01650 4i/®5</ hL
103136 »Di 98304 >■ ^Fj
j 08462 - 109923 0 Da
9H944 ., >Pi 103863 ”












T able  IV
The catalogue of the classified lines of doubly-ionized Cadmium
Plate n Plate III
Iht. No. Int, No.
i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ 0 I 1356-834 79565







T" — 0+ 0“^ 94.750 7723s 43
0 0 2 1303-395 76782 IV?
0 1 Cl 13-718 6^120 IV?
. 1^ — 0^ 0 26.431 75391 1
— 0 r*^ 33-335 75053 IV?
n n + 0+ ! 5.3-164 73904
I 2 3 3 ! 54-304 73839 1
0" 0+ t't 56-389 : 73735 ;
0 0+ 61.412 i 73453 i
3 4 5 5 83.618 ! 72274 1
2 3 4 5 85.156 , 72194
I I 91.807 71850
1 3 4 S 93-1^ 71834 IV?
4 4^ 5 5 1 96.779 71593
2“^ 4 4 97-925 71535
— ' i I 99.101 71474
2'*‘ 4 5 1400.696 7139? Gr.TV
X 3 3 5 06,564 71096 Gr.IV
3 3 5 16.250 70609
0”^ 1 1 16.627 70590
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Plate in  I
Spectrum oj DqMy^hnised Cadmium
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38,861 
44.580 
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46.025 
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.38546
5 8 5 1 2  :
5 8 4 1 0  ■
5 r S o t ) 7  ,
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>^Sn,4n ■
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57210 : M
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.^ O^Cd '
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are undoubtedly Cd III lines, some may lx-blends and one line, namely, 71096, 
is more likely t-<i be a Cd IV' than a Cd III line. Out of several plates taken 
during the investigation only two have been measured; intensities obtained 
from both the plates with and without inductance are given in the table. From 
these figures it is easy, m the light of the variation of intensities of the line.s 
used by Gibbs and White, to infer the stage of ionisation of the respective lines 
The doubtful cases have been marked ' IV ’ with a sign of interrogation.
It seems necessary to mention four cases w-here lines appear by violating 
the selection rule; but as they can be explained away in the following manners 
they have not been included in the tables. There is a line ‘ 59873 ’ for the 
ccanbination 4d""5s ■’ D i-4 d ’ “5P ’ F.-, exactly equal to the difference of the respec­
tive tern-values. Its wave-length, 1670.206, is double the wave-length of the
7- * 4SSP~IV
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oxygen line 835-xo ; but it should be mentioned that other tneitiljers of this 
group of lines have not appeared in the 2nd order. A line appears in the place 
of the combination 4d®5P ’ Pa* Its intensity is ' and ' o ’
with and without inductance^ so it can be a Cd II  line. The combination 
Sp '"’Px-^sd seems to appear with intensity ' 0 + ’ and ' 0  +  ' with and 
without inductance; but on a veiy close examination of Plate I I I  (only 
in this plate the line has appeared), its appearance without inductance is seen to 
be extremely doubtful. It may be then a Cd IV line. The line * 73592 ' for the 
combination 5p has been found and measured in both the Plates 11
and 1 1 1  with intensities ‘ o ' and ‘ 0 + ' ,  and ' i ’ a n d ' 0 + ’ with and without 
inductance. The author has also found a line ' 73597 ’ in the zinc spectra which 
did neither fit into the analytical scheme for Zn I I  nor into that for Zn I I I  and 
it could not be a Zn IV  line on account of its behaviour with respect to induc­
tance. Both these lines may be the same line and an impurity line.
In conclusion the author wishes to express his deep sense of gratitude to 
the late Prof. A . Fowler of the Imperial College, London, for suggesting the 
problem, to Prof. M. vSiegbagn for permitting him to work in the Fysicum of 
the T^psala University, to ])r, D. M. Bose, Director of the Bose Research 
Inslilute, Calcutta, for permission to use the Library of the Institute, and to the 
Authority of Tata Iron & Steel Works, Ltd., for permission to continue the work 
in their Research Laboratory.
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OF THE
INDIAN ASSOCIA'riON FOR THE CULTIVATION OF SCIENCE
A scientific meeting of the Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science 
was held on 6tli April, 1943 in the Association Ha!!. Sir T. N. Brahmachari, 
Kt., M.A., M.D., Ph.D., presided. The papers read are given in the following 
pages.
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